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As the dust has settled following the 2008 financial crisis and the economic dislocations that
ensued, it has become clear that central banks have gained considerably in authority—using
highly unorthodox tools to stimulate the economy, taking a great role in financial regulation, and
putting themselves in more politically sensitive positions, such as with the European Central
Bank’s participation in the troika negotiations with Greece. It is not that surprising, therefore,
that the question of central bank accountability is back on the table.1 As the “Buttonwood”
column notes in The Economist, “Janet Yellen and Mario Draghi are very important players in
the world economy, arguably more important than the US President or the German chancellor.
And yet they are not elected; if voters do not like the job they are doing, they cannot get rid of
them.”2
Political accountability is not a concept that we usually associate with central banks. This is
no doubt in part because we see monetary policy as a technical rather than political domain, and
are therefore comfortable leaving these decisions to the technocratic expertise of unelected
central bankers. And yet, there is of course a great deal at stake in decisions about monetary
policy. It is during moments of crisis—such as the Volcker shock of 1979, when the U.S. Federal
Reserve raised interest rates to 20 percent, or the recent financial crisis—that the power of
central bankers to dramatically shape economic policy is put on public display. Although this
power is usually much subtler and more incremental, it is still very real. Decisions about
monetary policy have significant political effects: they define the broad direction of the
economy, create particular kinds of incentives, and influence distributional outcomes. Although
central banks are tasked with pursuing the health of the economy as a whole, the specific policies
that they adopt have uneven costs and benefits for different groups. Consider, for instance, the
different reactions of a prospective first-time home buyer and a retired couple living on their
savings to the prospect of yet another drop (or increase) in the interest rate.
Of course, central banks’ mandates are broader than their responsibility for monetary policy:
they also play the crucial role of lender of last resort in a crisis, and many have recently begun to
expand their mandate into new, more politically sensitive areas, such as ensuring financial
stability through macro- as well as microprudential regulation.3 As these mandates have
expanded, there has been some recognition that these new activities might require additional
forms of accountability.4 I argue here that, given the considerable power central banks wield,
even if we set aside the more expansive roles that certain central banks have taken on recently
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and focus only on their bread-and-butter activity of setting monetary policy, greater democratic
accountability is essential.
The current dominant model of central bank governance does provide for a certain kind of
accountability. Because the principle of central bank independence involves a very narrow set of
objectives—generally focused on an inflation target—and very few opportunities for sanction,
the main mechanism for accountability is that provided by the publication of information about
the bank’s deliberations and activities. Although many central banks have greatly expanded their
communications in recent years, this kind of transparency-based accountability assumes that
there is enough information available to adequately anticipate, plan, and monitor monetary
policies. Yet the 2008 financial crisis and the slow recovery that followed have revealed the
pervasiveness of uncertainty in the current global economy, as well as the dilemmas that this
uncertainty poses for monetary and financial policy.
Central bankers are aware of the political challenges posed by their independence. Some have
suggested that as long as governments set the objectives that guide central bank policy, limiting
the banks’ autonomy to the choice of instruments (as is the practice in many but not all
countries), then the demands of democratic accountability are being met.5 As I will discuss
below, however, central bankers also admit that the growing complexity of the current economic
context (not to mention banks’ increasing use of unorthodox measures, such as quantitative
easing) has increased the importance of flexibility and discretion.6 In such a context, when
uncertainty is pervasive and simple rules and comprehensive models are unable to adequately
direct monetary policy, we need to develop a more robust form of accountability.
I advance my argument in several stages. I begin by examining the differences between
calculable risk and incalculable uncertainty, and consider the kinds of monetary policy and the
forms of accountability that took hold from the mid-1980s onward, when risk rather than
uncertainty seemed to define the economy. I then examine the implications of the 2008 global
financial crisis, which brought the problem of genuine economic uncertainty front and center. I
go on to recommend three ways to strengthen the accountability of central banks: first, by
fostering more deliberation and dissent about bank policies; second, by ensuring that central
banks are answerable to their key publics; and third, by broadening the objectives against which
their actions are judged. I conclude by considering the complex relationship between efforts to
increase the democratic accountability of central banks and their broader political and economic
legitimacy—which also rests on the ability of these banks to deliver certain desired economic
outcomes.
RISK AND UNCERTAINTY
International and national financial systems are characterized not only by risk, but also by
uncertainty. While the differences between these terms may appear largely semantic, they do in
fact matter. Risks are by their nature calculable: they can be translated into probabilities and fit
into various models for predicting and managing them. Uncertainties, on the other hand, are
more resistant to management. The Chicago economist Frank Knight made the now-classic
distinction between risk and uncertainty when he defined “a measurable uncertainty, or ‘risk’

proper . . . [as] so far different from an unmeasurable one that it is not in effect an uncertainty at
all.”7 Or, as John Maynard Keynes put it:
By “uncertain” knowledge . . . I do not mean merely to distinguish what is known
for certain from what is only probable. The game of roulette is not subject, in this
sense, to uncertainty . . . . Even the weather is only moderately uncertain. The
sense in which I am using the term is that in which the prospect of a European
war is uncertain, or the price of copper and the rate of interest twenty years hence,
or the obsolescence of a new invention . . . . About these matters there is no
scientific basis on which to form any calculable probability whatever.8
Although these uncertainties are pervasive, they are much less visible in times of great economic
confidence and stability, such as during the so-called Great Moderation of the mid-1980s to the
mid-2000s, when the global economy enjoyed an unprecedented reduction in financial volatility.
During such times, it becomes possible (or it at least appears possible) to treat uncertainty as
either “noise” that can be ignored or as measurable risk. During the Great Moderation, risk—
rather than uncertainty—became the central lens through which economic unknowns were
understood and addressed.
Policymaking in a Risk-Based Financial Culture
The Great Moderation provided policymakers with a false sense of security. As Daniel Drezner
and Kathleen McNamara have pointed out, the unusual stability of this period “made it appear
that ironclad laws of proper policymaking had been discovered.”9 In the late 1990s and early
2000s, financial regulators developed a number of techniques for managing risks, simultaneously
ignoring the uncertainties they faced in an increasingly complex global economy.
Policymakers were also greatly influenced by a range of prominent economic ideas
associated with new classical theory, which suggested that economic unknowns were in fact both
quantifiable and manageable. The efficient markets hypothesis (which states that market
efficiency ensures that prices reflect all relevant information) and the rational expectations
hypothesis (which states that individuals use all available information when acting in the market)
assumed that markets could adequately price and manage risk—assumptions that appeared to be
confirmed by consistent stability and economic growth.10 This “rational expectations revolution”
in economic theory also provided a much broader justification for limiting the role of
government in the economy. The theory of political business cycles, for example, suggests that
leaders will tend to use expansionary monetary and fiscal policies to stimulate the economy in
time for elections, only to reverse course shortly after, distorting a more natural economic
cycle.11 New classical economists also drew on the theory of Ricardian equivalence to argue that
government efforts to stimulate the economy through deficit spending will fail because a wellinformed public will know that it will have to one day pay back any additional income resulting
from these policies (to reduce the debt) and will therefore save it all, rather than spend it. While
both of these theories have been seriously challenged in more recent years,12 they shaped a
generation of economic policy thinking and practice.
Monetary policymakers were deeply informed by this shift in economic thinking during this
period of unusual stability. The time inconsistency thesis, another central plank of new classical
economics, led them to believe that uncertainty could be tamed—but only if politics could be

kept out of the process.13 Put simply, this thesis suggests that if governments are allowed
discretion over monetary policy, they will generally opt to commit to a low-inflation policy
ahead of time, but ultimately renege on that commitment when the time comes to act on it,
because of concerns about an electoral backlash. Because members of the public are perfectly
rational, they will see through the government’s initial promises to pursue price stability and will
expect higher inflation (which, through a self-fulfilling prophecy, will lead to demands for wage
increases that will create the very inflation that they anticipated). In such a world, the only way
to ensure that a commitment to price stability is credible is to radically limit the government
influence over monetary policy by making central banks autonomous and requiring them to stick
to a simple rule, such as the Taylor rule, which defines how the interest rate should be set in
response to changes in certain macroeconomic variables.
While the formal scope of central bank autonomy varies from country to country,14 there has
been considerable convergence in their practices in recent years, with central banks in over thirty
countries now using some form of inflation targeting (generally aiming for a rate of 2 percent), in
an effort to anchor inflationary expectations.15 Throughout the Great Moderation, it was widely
believed that this combination of central bank independence and simple rules provided banks
with the necessary credibility regarding their commitment to price stability, signaling that their
ultimate aim was dramatically reducing market uncertainty and volatility.16 As Governor of the
Bank of Canada Stephen Poloz recently noted, “Fundamentally, the use of a rule is meant to
reduce uncertainty for private sector decision-making by stripping out discretion.”17
Policy discretion has not always been an anathema to central banking, however. The
widespread embrace of central bank independence in its current form is actually relatively recent.
Although central banks wielded considerable independence in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century under the classical gold standard (a time that was broadly liberal but not particularly
democratic),18 after the Great Depression and World War II, full employment was deemed to be
more important than price stability, and governments worked more closely with central banks to
adjust the interest rate together with fiscal policy in order to achieve the right “trade off” between
inflation and unemployment. By the mid-1970s, as Western nations faced stagflation (a
combination of high unemployment and inflation), many governments moved away from
Keynesianism and embraced the ideas of Milton Friedman, who advocated the creation of an
independent monetary authority.19 As the rational expectations revolution gained support,
increasing numbers of central banks were made formally independent in the 1980s, and then
began to move toward inflation targeting, beginning with New Zealand in 1990. This particular,
rule-governed version of central bank accountability has therefore only existed as long as the
Great Moderation itself.
A NARROW APPROACH TO ACCOUNTABILITY
Before we dig more deeply into the assumptions about accountability underpinning current
central bank governance, it is worth considering how the concept of accountability has been
broadly understood and used.
The idea of political accountability has a long history, and goes back at least as far as the
liberal political theory of John Stuart Mill, who was preoccupied with maximizing “the
accountability of governments to the people” through the creation of institutions that would
increase those governments’ likelihood of identifying their interests with those of the people.20

Although more recent treatments of accountability have generally retained Mill’s liberal
sensibilities, they have also sought to rationalize its definition. In a widely cited article on
accountability in global politics, Ruth Grant and Robert Keohane provide a useful definition:
Accountability, as we use the term, implies that some actors have the right to hold
other actors to a set of standards, to judge whether they have fulfilled their
responsibilities in light of these standards, and to impose sanctions if they
determine that these responsibilities have not been met.21
Or, as Jennifer Rubenstein explains, current forms of accountability generally involve three key
tools: “setting standards, finding and interpreting information, and . . . sanctioning the power
wielder if it fails to live up to the relevant standards.”22
If we apply this basic framework for accountability to central banking, we discover something
quite interesting: because of the requirements of central bank independence, only some of these
basic tools of accountability are effective. Over the past few decades, governments have set
specific objectives or standards for monetary policy, such as maintaining price stability,23 and
central banks publish information on their decision-making and report back to the government.24
However, although governments do retain some capacity to sanction central bankers after the
fact, central bank independence has meant that this power remains very limited: for example, the
U.S. government can only remove members of the Federal Reserve Board for cause (not
including differences of opinion regarding monetary policy), while the Canadian government
cannot remove the Governor or Deputies of its central bank.25
Without much meaningful capacity for sanction, the basic process of accountability in central
banks has been greatly narrowed. With standards relatively stable (and minimal), and sanctions
quite limited, a great deal of the work of accountability must be done through the provision and
interpretation of information—hence the increasing emphasis on banks’ transparency.26
In fact, in a notable departure, given their tradition of secrecy, central banks have made
significant strides in providing greater information about their analysis and the grounds for their
decisions.27 The U.S. Federal Reserve Board’s Open Market Committee, the Bank of Canada,
and the Bank of England, for example, have all greatly increased the quantity, frequency, and
quality of the information that they communicate to the public over the past fifteen years. Central
bankers have also become more reflexive and strategic about the performative impact of their
communications28—a phenomenon made particularly clear by banks’ reliance on “forward
guidance,” a practice wherein central bankers use their stated long-term commitment to very low
interest rates to shift market actors’ future expectations. This type of signaling brings mediumterm rates down further than would otherwise be possible if markets were more uncertain about
the bank’s intentions.
Over the past two decades, we have thus witnessed the increased use of a highly technical and
increasingly narrow form of central bank accountability, which relies primarily on monetary
rules and the communication of information. As the quote from Poloz above indicates, this
narrowly technical form of accountability as transparency was in fact designed to reduce the
political dynamics of financial and monetary policy by limiting the discretion of public
regulators.
Yet the success of this rule-based form of accountability depended on several key
assumptions: first, that the broadly stable character of the global economy would persist into the

foreseeable future; second, that it was possible to obtain relatively comprehensive information
about the state of the economy and its probable trajectories; and third, that uncertainty was a
relatively minor problem, largely reducible to risk.
From Risk to Uncertainty
The recent global financial crisis raised serious doubts about each of these assumptions,
revealing just how simplistic financial actors’ risk models were, and just how ugly things can get
when the global economy’s uncertainty and volatility exceeds these too-rosy pictures of
economic unknowns.29 Although this crisis has not radically transformed monetary or financial
policy,30 it has had a subtle but potentially important effect on key policymakers’ conceptions of
the problem of economic uncertainty. In 2010, then Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke
pointed to the problem posed by profound uncertainty during the crisis:
An important assumption of [the framework used by most economists] is that, in
making decisions under uncertainty, economic agents can assign meaningful
probabilities to alternative outcomes. However, during the worst phase of the
financial crisis, many economic actors—including investors, employers, and
consumers—metaphorically threw up their hands and admitted that, given the
extreme and, in some ways, unprecedented nature of the crisis, they did not know
what they did not know.31
In the Fall of 2014, Poloz weighed in with a more radical assessment of the policy implications
of the current state of economic uncertainty:
The sort of post-crisis uncertainty that central banks are dealing with today is
more profound than that which is typically subjected to rigorous analysis and does
not lend itself easily to formal modelling.32
Poloz went on to explain that the Bank of Canada would no longer provide forward guidance to
markets because such communications provide market actors with a false sense of security about
the Bank’s capacity to predict and plan over the longer term. Instead, the Bank will provide
market actors with a more complete picture of the kinds of uncertainties and risks that the Bank
itself is struggling to understand and manage.
In the United States, central bankers have been similarly skeptical about a narrow rule-based
approach. Bernanke has argued against a narrow reliance on the “Taylor rule,” while Alan
Greenspan pointed out over a decade ago that the actual work of inflation targeting is always far
more flexible and discretionary than its theoretical foundations assume.33 Janet Yellen has also
gone on record regarding some of the limits of using simple rules, noting in 2012 that “times are
by no means normal now, and the simple rules that perform well under ordinary circumstances
just won’t perform well.”34
RETHINKING ACCOUNTABILITY
If levels of uncertainty are profound and cannot always be reduced to quantifiable risk, then a
form of accountability that relies heavily on transparency is clearly inadequate. For transparency
to provide genuine accountability, it must be possible to assess and communicate the full
complexity of the key issues to the affected stakeholders. If unknowns can be reduced to risks,

then they can be quantified and communicated. If they cannot, then any attempt to communicate
these unknowns will necessarily be partial, and will almost certainly provide insufficient
information to ensure accountability. This insight is potentially applicable to a wide range of
governance areas but is particularly important in the area of monetary and financial
accountability, in which the magnitude and complexity of the uncertainties facing policymakers
so greatly overwhelm the extremely narrow technical tools that regulators and bankers have
recently relied on.
What is needed therefore is a more robust form of accountability—one that is not solely based
on transparency. While I do not have the space here to provide a comprehensive blueprint, I will
provide some possible directions to pursue such a goal, and outline a few of the principles that
could underpin a robust form of accountability.
Deliberation and Dissent
At the heart of the concept of accountability is the notion of answerability: those wielding
decision-making power should be able to explain their actions and answer the questions of those
to whom they are accountable.35 While the transparency model of accountability obligates
decision-makers to explain their actions, it treats this process as more or less automatic: the
information is compiled and published and its publication enables market, government, and civil
society actors to hold them accountable. What is missing from this conception of accountability
is the back and forth of question and answer—the process of debate and deliberation.
Although a thinner, more automatic form of answerability may be appropriate where the
information is straightforward, the more complex and uncertain the problem, the more important
it becomes to ensure dynamic, robust communication, to enable those responsible to explain and
justify their actions in a nuanced way. There are various mechanisms through which central
bankers and financial regulators can be asked to answer for their actions—in the United States,
the United Kingdom, and Canada, for example, the head of the central bank can be asked to
speak before relevant legislative committees. Yet, as Cheryl Schonhardt-Bailey has noted, the
quality of deliberation in these contexts varies considerably and often falls short of the reciprocal
process of debate, reflection, and learning that should characterize meaningful deliberation.36
It should not be too surprising that the quality of debate and deliberation surrounding
monetary policy has been wanting. After all, by the mid-2000s, central bankers were being
treated like oracles, with Alan Greenspan as the most revered among them. This was not a
healthy trend. For accountability to have depth, there must be room for dissent—both among
those with the power to set monetary policy and in the wider society that is affected by those
policies.37 Dissent does appear to be on the rise, at least in a minor way: a recent Bloomberg
article noted that central bank decisions in Europe, the United States, and Japan have all
increasingly been the subject of vigorous disagreement, as unanimous decisions have become
rarer.38 Nevertheless, this is only a very small step toward more robust accountability.
Accountability to Whom?
Rethinking accountability also means considering who gets to hold policymakers accountable:
Who should be part of the debate and deliberation that goes into setting and evaluating monetary
policy? As Grant and Keohane note, policymakers are usually accountable either to those who

have entrusted them with their powers or the people their policies affect.39 In this case, the first
group is the government and the second is the wider public.
Although it is these two traditional “publics” that we might normally expect to hold central
banks to account, the reality is more complicated. Because financial issues are so complex and
their impacts are often diffuse, monetary and financial policy questions rarely become salient
enough to mobilize public action in comparison with economic policies with more visible
political effects, like trade or taxation. It was particularly difficult to persuade the public or
politicians that they should pay attention to what seemed to be a very mundane and technical
aspect of economic policy during the boom years of the Great Moderation, when the current
policy appeared to be a great success. Although monetary and financial policy did become part
of broad popular debates in the early days of the financial crisis, as Eric Helleiner notes in his
examination of recent efforts to regulate derivative markets, over time the “public” whose
interests were considered in decisions about regulation ended up boiling down to a narrow group
of financial actors.40
In fact, it is this third “public”—the financial community—that has arguably wielded the most
effective check on central banks’ actions in recent years. The power of the financial lobby has
been well-documented.41 Even where direct lobbying is less in evidence, market actors can
impose very serious sanctions on central banks if they disagree with their policies. Consider, for
example, the 2013 “taper-tantrum” sell-off after Ben Bernanke suggested that the Fed would
likely taper off its quantitative easing program, or the Swiss stock market’s condemnation of the
Swiss central bank’s decision to end its currency peg in January 2015.42 Because of central bank
independence, there are very few formal means through which either the wider public or the
government can impose sanctions on central banks; in this context, the power of sanction
actually shifts away from the two groups to whom central bankers should be accountable—the
government and the public—and toward financial actors.
In theory, of course, the interests of the market, the government, and the people would all
align in the form of an optimal, low-inflation equilibrium. In practice, however, the focus of
governments and central banks on very low (rather than moderate) inflation has had real, but
generally unacknowledged, distributional consequences, as I will discuss below. And if the
financial crisis taught us anything, it is that it is dangerous to assume that the interests of the
market and those of the public at large are necessarily consistent—a fact that even Greenspan
admitted in the crisis’s aftermath.43
MORE INCLUSIVE AND FLEXIBLE OBJECTIVES
One way of ensuring that monetary policymakers are accountable to the wider public is to embed
the issues that affect the public into the standards, or objectives, that guide central banks’
monetary policy.44 Monetary policy has important effects on many aspects of economic life. Yet,
at least in countries that have embraced inflation targeting, most of these issues are not officially
on the agenda, which is constrained by the goal of achieving a very low level of inflation. As
Chairwoman Yellen notes, even in the United States, where the Federal Reserve is mandated to
pursue both full employment and low inflation, well into the mid-1990s mentioning the
employment mandate of the Federal Reserve Board was tantamount to “sticking needles in the
eyes of central bankers.”45

Although central bankers argue that price stability is a means to a healthier economy rather
than an end in itself, in practice the focus on a single narrow target has made it difficult to
consider the trade-offs and distributional consequences of focusing on very low inflation. While
there is broad agreement that very high inflation or hyperinflation has extremely negative effects
on economic growth and equality, Jonathan Kirshner notes that “the costs of moderate inflation
are extraordinarily difficult to find.”46 Even Robert Barro, who has been a supporter of a very
low inflation regime, has acknowledged that below 20 percent the impact of inflation on growth
is statistically insignificant.47 A number of recent studies have also suggested that the
relationship between inflation and inequality is nonlinear and U-shaped, so that inequality
actually declines as inflation rises, until inflation meets a certain threshold, at which point it
increases.48 Data from recent years have also shown that a very low inflation target leaves
policymakers with little scope to reduce interest rates, making deflation a more serious threat—a
problem that monetary policymakers have been struggling with recently. There is no general
consensus that very low inflation is a universally positive thing—and yet the narrow inflation
targets adopted by so many central banks assume just that.49
A number of commentators have recognized this dilemma, and have suggested that today’s
very low inflation targets may not be appropriate in the current macroeconomic context: for
example, in a recent Federal Reserve working paper, William English suggests that both
increasing the current inflation target and supplementing it with a nominal GDP target would be
economically beneficial in the United States.50 Such moves to broaden the objectives used to
guide central bank decisions would also go some way toward increasing their accountability.
From Accountability to Legitimacy
Fostering greater deliberation and debate about monetary policy, making central banks more
responsive to the publics they most affect, and developing broader and more inclusive objectives
will all help to make monetary policy more accountable. In addition, it would ultimately increase
the broader legitimacy of central banks, which has traditionally been linked to their capacity to
deliver particular economic outcomes—notably, price stability and, since the 2008 financial
crisis, the avoidance of another Great Depression.
In his influential analysis of some of the dilemmas faced by European democracies in the
face of the pressures of EU integration, Fritz Scharpf makes a useful distinction between input
and output legitimacy. He suggests that input legitimacy, or the “authenticity” of the democratic
process through which policy decisions are made, is not the only criterion on which to judge an
institution’s legitimacy. The ultimate outcomes of these decisions are also crucial: a perfectly
democratic procedure that results in terribly ineffective policy is not going to be seen as
legitimate. Similarly, in the case of central banks, legitimacy is linked both to the processes
through which they make key policy decisions (input legitimacy), and to the ultimate
effectiveness of these decisions (output legitimacy). Drawing on this distinction, one could argue
that the constraints on democratic accountability inherent in current central bank practice may be
justifiable if they ultimately produce significantly better outcomes than policies generated
through more democratic processes.51
It is possible to make an even stronger argument—as many have—that making central bank
decision-making more accountable will actually erode their legitimacy. This is because central
banks have done such a good job of persuading the markets of the value of simple rules and very

low inflation targets that they will have a hard job convincing them that a change is necessary.
While the U.S. Federal Reserve working paper cited above suggests that changes in the inflation
target would be beneficial, it also notes that such “changes could be misunderstood or could
undermine the credibility of the central bank; in such cases, macroeconomic outcomes could be
significantly worse.”52 In other words, market actors may well end up being their own worst
enemy if their fears of change (and their threats of damaging reactions to change) ultimately
force central banks to pursue policies that are not in anyone’s best interests. Governments’
efforts to increase the accountability of central bank decisions could actually erode their
legitimacy if markets react badly.
It is important, however, to remember that the rational expectations theory that market actors
have accepted (and which predicts an inflationary spiral if central banks move away from a
narrow rule) is not an iron law. Alan Greenspan himself has stated that monetary policy alone
cannot be responsible for the remarkable convergence toward low inflation rates during the Great
Moderation, arguing that he was “increasingly of the view that, at a minimum, monetary policy
in the last two decades has been operating in an environment particularly conducive to the
pursuit of price stability.”53 While the risk of a negative market reaction to more central bank
accountability should not be discounted, it does not constitute a sufficient excuse to stick with
the status quo.
In fact, if central banks continue their present course, they run an even greater risk of eroding
their effectiveness and thus their legitimacy. In the years following the 2008 financial crisis,
monetary policy has moved increasingly into unknown territory, making use of exceptionally
low (even negative) nominal interest rates and quantitative easing, and growing central bank
balance sheets to extraordinary levels, effectively blurring the line between monetary and fiscal
policy.54 As governments have pulled away from their initial fiscal stimulus measures, they have
come to rely increasingly on central banks’ extremely loose monetary policy to keep the
economy going. Yet that shift has had perverse policy outcomes—forcing central banks to keep
interest rates at exceptionally low levels longer than would otherwise be necessary, with further
negative consequences.55 Over time, this massive increase in the authority of central banks,
combined with the very real limits of the tools at their disposal, is only making the accountability
gap more visible and rendering democratic reform more pressing.
CONCLUSION
The current system of independent central banks using simple rules to achieve very low inflation
was designed to avoid certain kinds of problems, such as excessive politicization and
accelerating inflation. While this approach has succeeded in keeping inflation very low, it has
done so by distorting accountability, effectively giving financial actors greater influence over
policy than the government or the wider public. In the absence of genuinely negotiable standards
or meaningful forms of sanction, the main tool left to public actors in their bid to hold central
banks accountable has been these banks’ own commitments to transparency. Yet, in the context
of the current uncertainty, that accountability-as-transparency model has revealed its
insufficiency, as central bankers have been confronted with the limits of their ability to
communicate the complexity of the challenges that they face.
This article has identified a number of principles that might strengthen accountability in this
context of uncertainty: shift from a narrow focus on transparency to a broader form of debate;

find ways of ensuring that banks and financial regulators are at least as accountable to the
government and the wider public as they are to financial actors; and develop more inclusive and
flexible standards to guide bank actions.
It is worth noting that these suggestions move in the opposite direction from the one
advocated by conservative critics of central banks, particularly in the United States, where
Republicans have been arguing that the Federal Reserve’s discretion should be further
constrained through even narrower rules: legislation to that end has recently been introduced in
both the House and the Senate.56 This article has argued that it would be wise to do otherwise, as
the apparent stability of a rule-based approach to financial and monetary policy is an illusion in a
highly uncertain environment.57 Policymakers need more, not less, discretion when facing an
uncertain economic context, in order to be able to adapt their policy response to shifting
circumstances. That discretion, in turn, requires new forms of accountability beyond ones based
solely on transparency. Only then can we ensure that central bankers are genuinely accountable
for the considerable powers that they wield.
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